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EDITORIAL
Why do we collect stamps, and what do we collect? The

acquisitive instinct makes us hoard up all kinds of useless junk,
and we keep things, often for many years, because they just might
come in useful later on. Of course, they seldom do, and our homes
and garages are full of all sorts of things which would be more
appropriately taken to the local tip. It takes a major event or
calamity to induce us to make a ruthless clearance, the results of
which often are not in accordance with the stated objective of
making a complete disposal job.

Stamps take up a lot less space than bits of timber, old
magazines, half-empty tins of paint, and so on, but we all tend to
accumulate far more philatelic items than we can ever hope to use.
There is a lot to be said for having a well-built-up collection,
which can be logically and selectively added to, 'so that anything
which does not find a justified place in that collection will be
systematically discarded, hopefully in some way which will enable
the acquisition in its palce of a nice addition to the same
collection. Under this scheme of things, there would be no
duplication, no crammed stock-books, no boxes of envelopes, and no
dusty bags of old material on paper.

But such a state of affairs would be a bit too clean and
antiseptic, and it would be a person of superlatively tidy and
methodical habits who would achieve such a situation. We need the
junk to maintain the interest.

No one can say that his or her collection is kept up-to-date
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all the time, unless that person collects only in a restricted and
simplified field, in which case, his claim to the title of
philatelist would be somewhat doubtful. Everyone of us comes
across, from time to time, a stamp, a cover, a piece of postal
stationery, which looks interesting, so we put it away in some
supposedly safe place until we can find the time to make a proper
examination, in the hope that it may fit into some part of the
collection. This is akin to compulsive buying at the supermarket.
An ideal way to broaden philatelic interests is to acquire an item
which is clearly of no current philatelic use, but which looks as if
it might be of use at some future date. Whether we acquire it
because a little bird has told us that its value is about to
sky-rocket, or whether we think it might come in handy for some
expansion in a new direction, has nothing to do with it. We grab
it, especially if it is cheap. After doing this a few hundred
times, one can safely claim to be on the right road to the
accumulation of junk.

Yet how often is this accumulation subsequently proved to
have been a sound move! If one collects constant varieties on
current stamps, it often happens (in spite of the efforts of a
member of this Society to keep up the flow of information in a
magazine which must be nameless) that the full list of collectable
flaws is available only after the stamp has become obsolete, and
mint supplies are no longer on sale at face value. So we turn
confidently to the used copies on paper which we have been putting
away carefully (if we can find them, as often they have been put
away too carefully) and we examine them to see what can be found.
If the results prove that some of the flaws are indeed present, then
we are making a useful contribution to the total body of philatelic
research. Mint positional blocks are all very well in themselves,
but they are very nicely complemented by some used copies of the
same flaws, especially if they are clearly dated.

Most of us have had the experience of being attracted to a
stamp, merely because it is attractive. We put it away, and, maybe
years later, we acquire a basic collection of that same country, and
are delighted to see that the stamp bought so long ago (again, if we
can find it) is the rarest and most highly-priced of the country.
There is nothing like this to kindle enthusiasm in a new direction.

Of course, things are not always like that. The stamps we
acquired in our youth may be torn or dirty, or the used bulk on
paper may have picked over by a dozen experts beforehand, but it is
possible to win sometimes.

You may well ask: But why collect stamps instead of something
else? Old bottles, teaspoons, playing cards- some of which may be
comparable with stamps in regard to ease of storage, can provide
interest and the satisfaction of possession, but they may not be
able to provide such a wide scope for research. If you collect
stamps, then you can also branch out into postal stationery,
revenues, air-mail labels, charity stickers, locals, railway parcel
stamps, bogus issues - any of which can provide a life-time of
pleasurable occupation. The motive for accumulation may vary - In
some directions there is plenty of scope for financial benefit, at
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least in the long term, but in others, the possibility of rich
rewards may well be remote. However, it is here that the true
philatelist finds his reward the acquisition, discovery,
possession of something new, with an endless road to be pursued,
which cannot be traversed in a life-time. This is what makes
philately such an attractive hobby. We can indulge our best
idiosyncrasies as much as we like, and, if someone else does not
like our way of doing it, so what?

This philosophy may not appeal to all, but if the appeal of
stamp-collecting lies mainly in buying mint blocks to put away in a
safe place, then there is a certain satisfaction of knowing that in
many cases, the investment, if properly looked after, will prove to
have been worth-while, and, again, if carefully preserved, will turn
out to be a realisable asset. Each to his taste.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Mr. C. de Goede, of Narrabundah, A.C.T., writes -

I would like to take issue with a few errors of fact in Dr.
A.R. Tippett's recent article in "Capital Philately" entitled
"Kadavu; Fijian Port of entry, 1873-1876", and to comment on the
reasons for this port becoming a transit point for mails to the
United Kingdom via America. The writer has drawn extensively on the
booklet "Brief Notes of the new Postal Route from Sydney and New
Zealand to London by San Francisco and New York", by the Rev. John
Dunmore Lang, published in Sydney by William Maddock, George Street,
in 1875, of which he has an original copy in his library.

The Rev. Dunmore Lang states in his booklet that he daparted
Sydney by the mail steamer "Cyphrenes" on Saturday 11th April 1874,
and not 1873. He arrived at Kadavu off the entrance to the harbour
on 19th April 1874, but as there was no pilot in sight they had to
stand off the coast until the following morning, reaching anchorage
about 10 o'clock in the morning on Monday 20th April. The "Mikado"
arrived from California on the 23rd, and they did not set sail until
the 27th for San Francisco, where they arrived on Tuesday 21st May,
1874.

This shows that Dr. Tippett's statement that the Kadavu
connection began at least eight months earlier than that generally
believed, is incorrect. In fact, the first experimental mailrun via
Kadavu was organised by the New South Wales Government in December
1873. Quoting Dr. Dunmore Lang: "resolving as they did, to get the
best steamers they could for the purpose till fit and proper vessels
which they were providing for the perman ant service could be ready,
and anticipating the termination of the then existing contract by
despatching their first steamer to San Francisco in December 1873".

Although not directly related to the cancellation of Kadavu
held in the Suva Museum, the reason for the establishment of the
trans-Pacific postal route is a most interesting one, and throws
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some interesting light on the jockeying for position between
Victoria and New South Wales to be regarded as the "premier" Colony
on the Australian continent. The Peninsular and Oriental Steamship
Company established a regular mail service via the Isthmus of Suez
and the Red Sea to Calc uta and other ports in India in the late
1850's. Shortly after, the Imperial Government made a contract with
that Company on behalf of New South Wales and Victoria for the
establishment of a subsidiary line between Point de Galle in Ceylon,
at which the Company's India steamers touched on both routes, and
the Australian ports. This subsidiary run, established in 1859, was
on a,monthly basis, the steamer from Sydney, which was the point of
departure, touching at Melbourne and then at King George's Sound in
Western Australia or at Freemantle, from where it proceeded to Point
de Galle in Ceylon, where passengers and mails were transferred to
the India steamer for England, via Aden and Suez, by train to
Alexandria, and then via Malta and Gibraltar to Southampton.

The contract with the P. & O. Co. terminated on 31st December
1873, and in prospect of a change of some kind that was anticipated
on this event, the Hon. Henry Parkes, then Premier of New South
Wales, called for a Conference on postal arrangements for the
Colonies generally. This Conference was held in February 1873,
consisting of delegates from all the Colonies in the Australasian
group. The objective was to make such arrangements in the matter as
would bring the Colonies into harmonious action and so lessen the
cost of postal communications to all. In previous years the port of
Sydney was the only one with a dry dock, and the mail steamer
remained at that terminus for the rest of the month after arrival,
to make any needed repairs and to take on coal for the next outbound
voyage. However, Victoria got a dock at Melbourne Port in the early
1870's, and that colony insisted that the monthly mail steamer
terminate its voyage in Melbourne, utilizing the new dock. This
proposal involved hiring a subsidiary steamer to carry passengers
and goods for Queensland and New South Wales to Sydney, while
additional vessels had to be hired to take coal from Sydney to
Melbourne, as coal was not available in Victoria.

Needless to say, the Victorian proposal was strongly resisted
by New South Wales, but the Victorian delegates had threatened to
withdraw from the contract altogether if Melbourne was not made the
terminus. The Postal Conference closed at noon on Friday 14th
Februry 1873, and it was decided on a vote of nine to four that the
terminus for the Point de Galle service should be Melbourne. The
New South Wales Government sought to have the P. & o. service
extended unchanged for a further six months pending review by the
Colonial authorities in England, but to no avail. In the meantime,
Victoria, assuming on the mere vote of the Conference that Melbourne
would become the terminus, had quietly negotiated with the P. & O.
Co., a contract to carry the mails to Melbourne as the terminus for
L90,000 per year. This contract was subsequently confirmed and
ratified by Lord Kimberley, the Secretary of State, on behalf of the
British Government.
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The population of New South Wales had closely followed these
developments and were extremely indignant about losing out to
Victoria in the matter. They strongly supported their Government in
the decision to give up all connection with Victoria and the Point
de Galle line, and to establish another and independent line for
themselves. The Government gave effect to this decision by
establishing the new postal route via San Francisco and New York.
The refusal by Lord Kimberley to grant a delay in the change of even
six months greatly increased the difficulties for the New South
Wales Government. With the short time available, (it was now early
June 1873), it was hardly possible to get suitable steamers to
commence the new service in December 1873. However, an experimental
run was made in that month. In the meantime, the Hon. Saul Samuel,
Postmaster-General of New South Wales, had been instructed by his
Government to proceed to New Zealand, London and Washington, to
complete the necessary arrangements for the new serVlce. An"
agreement was made with New Zealand to join with New South Wales in
the organisation and support for the new service, which provided
that the through steamer for San Francisco would leave Sydney one
month and Dunedin the other. The calling place for both colonies
was to be Kadavu in the Fiji Islands, and each of the colonies would
provide a branch steamer to carry pasengers and goods to the through
steamer every alternate month.

As far as Dr. Tippett's historian described the Island, it
may well have been true at some stage. However, Dr. Dunmore Lang
described the island of Kadavu with about 10,000 native inhabitants
as "exceedingly romantic and beautiful, and as soon as we turned the
projecting points that shoot out into the harbour we found ourselves
in scenes of surpassing beauty - lakes of still water with all the
heights around them crowded with coconut trees, and other beautiful
specimens of intertropical vegetation. The soil is rich in the
highest degree, and if cultivated, as I trust it will be eventually,
it would bear everything imaginable suited to the climate, and could
sustain any amount of population".

EDITOR'S NOTE - Correspondence related to articles in this journal
is welcome, but letters should be kept as short as possible. Mr. de
Goede's letter has been published in its entirety, even though it
puts forward material not directly related to the article which is
the subject of comment. Normally, such additional material would
more appropriately be made the subject of a separate item.
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STANLEY GIBBONS HAVB BROADENED
THEIR AUSTRALIAN ACCENT

The move by Stanley Gibbons Australia into larger premises has resulted in us being
able to offer you an even greater range of services - more stamps, more catalogues,
more albums, more accessories, more for you.

RETAIL STOCK
A wide range of better quality Australia, Territories, States and British
Commonwealth.

COLLECTIONS
We always have a good selection of one country and general collections, including
foreign, priced from $20 upwards.

"POST BID" SALES
These 1000+ lot sales appear every 2-3 months and are packed with interesting
material at realistic estimates. Ask to be placed on our free mailing list.

ALBUMS, ACCESSORIES, CATALOGUES AND HANDBOOKS
Besides our comprehensive stock of Gibbons Albums and Catalogues we also have a
wide range of philatelic literature, for both the specialist and the beginner.

YOU WANT TO SELL?
We always welcome offers of good stamps and collections. Ask for our free
brochure, "The Best Way to Sell Postage Stamps and Stamp Collections".

TO FIND OUT MORE WHY NOT CALL IN AT OUR SHOWROOM
Suite 412/413, 4th Floor, 343 Little Collins Street, Melbourne

(Corner of Elizabeth Street)

STANLEY GIBBONS AUSTRALIA PTY.
Suite 412/413 4th Floor, 343 Little Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria. 3000.

Tel. 67 3332 (GPO Box No. 863J Melbourne, Victoria. 3001.)
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OVERSEAS NOTES
P.A. Wood

Recently when undertaking some research, I came across the
text of a Postal Convention between England and the United Provinces
(i.e., The Netherlands) dated 11th April 1661.

It will be recalled that, in 1960, Great Britain issued two
commemorative stamps in connection with the 300th Anniversary of the
Establishment of the General Letter Office. An Act of King Charles
II in 1660 establishing the General Post Office had legally
"settled" the post office organisation, and was the first of a long
serles of laws for the regulation of postal matters. At that time,
Henry Bishop, the originator of the system of marking letters by
what were to become known as "Bishop Marks", had been given a
seven-year lease of the posts of Great Britain, and he was one of
the signatories of the Convention mentioned above.

Because of the philatelic and historical significance of the
Convention, I am setting out its text in full. It will be noted
that the English witness to the signatures is shown as John Widman.
It seems certain that this person was identical with John Wildman
who became Postmaster-General in April 1869, and who was knighted i~
1692.

"An Agreement and Convention, for the Regulation and Speedy Dispatch
of the Posts, betwixt England and the United Provinces At London,
April 11, 1661.

Articles drawn up and agreed to between his Excellency Simon
van Hoorn, Ambassador of the High and Mighty Lords the States
General of the United Provinces of the Netherlands, in the name and
by order of the Venerable Lords the Burgomasters and Counsellors of
Amsterdam, and of Henry Jacob vander Heyden, Post-master of certain
towns in the United Provinces, on one part; and Henry Bishop, Esq;
Master of the General Posts of all England, and from thence to all
other kingdoms and countries, on the other part, in the tenth year
of the reign of Charles II King of England, Scotland &c Defender of
the Faith.

It has been reciprocally promised and agreed betwixt the said
Simon van Hoorn, in name and by order of the said Lords the
Burgomasters and the Magistrates of Amsterdam, as also of the said
Henry Jacob vander Heyden, and the said Henry Bishop that a way and
a method should be concerted which might be more commodious and more
expeditious than those hitherto made use of for the sending of
letters every week precisely from England to the United Provinces,
and from the United Provinces to England~ in such manner that
letters should be brought every week directly from England to some
harbour of the said United Provinces, and in like manner from the
said United Provinces to England.

For this end the following articles have been considered and
agreed to between the parties, viz.

The said Henry Bishop has agreed with and promised the said
Lord Simon van Hoorn, as the person vested with the full powers of
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the said Lords the Burgomasters and the Magistracy of Amsterdam, and
of Henry Jacob vander Heyden, that he will keep ready, and maintain
at his own expense, a sufficient number of vessels, built in
England, by which once a week upon a ertain day fixed, viz.
Saturday, packets of letters shall be brought from England to
Amsterdam, and other towns and offices of the United Provinces; and
that care shall be taken that the said packets of letters shall be
carried beyond sea, with as much expedition as the wind and weather
will permit, and that they shall be safely delivered at
Helvoetsluys, Flushing, or some other harbour which the contracting
parties shall agree on, unless hindered by some mistortune that
happens at sea.

Also the said Henry Bishop shall so order it, that the
packets of letters which shall be sent from Amsterdam, or any other
place in the United Provinces, be taken every Saturday at such
ports, and that they be carried in like manner to the ports of
England, with as much expedition as the wind and weather will
permit, and from thence forwarded to the offices at London, for
delivery to such persons as they shall be directed to.

Moreover, the said Henry Bishop has agreed and promised the
said Lord Simon van Hoorn, in the name and character as above, and
make the like agreement with the said vander Heyden, that he will
keep an exact account of the weight of all packets of letters that
shall be sent by way of Amsterdam to Hamburgh and Dantzic, or to any
part of Italy or the North; and that computing from the day when the
said account shall commence, he will cause a payment to be made
every three months to the Lords Burgomasters and Magistrates of
Amsterdam, at the rate of an English shilling for every ounce weight
of letters that shall be sent that way to Hamburgh, Italy, or the
northern ountries.

The said Henry Bishop likewise promises the Lords
Burgomasters and Magistrates of Amsterdam, to pay them l2d English
for every ounce weight of letters from Italy, that shall be sent
through the said city of Amsterdam to England; and as to the letters
from Hamburgh, Dantzic, and the North, which are directed for
England, they shall pay the common postage at Amsterdam as was
formerly practised at Antwerp.

In consideration of which, the said Henry Jacob vander Heyden
promises the said Henry Bishop (the said Lords Burgomasters and
Magistrates of Amsterdam engaging in like manner to perform this
contract, as far as concerns them) to payor order to be paid the
sum of 500 pounds sterling every year for the charge and maintenance
of the said ships; which sum, to be paid quarterly viz 125 pounds
every three months, shall commence from the 25th December next
ensuing the date and subscription of this contract. And if it
happen that the said sum of 500 pounds or a part thereof, be not
paid to the said Henry Bishop in the manner aforesaid, by the said
Henry Jacob vander Heyden in that case the said Lords the
Burgomasters engage themselves, and promise to pay to the said Henry
Bishop, or his order.

And the said Lords Burgomasters and Magistrates of Amsterdam
do further promise the said Henry Bishop, to establish and carryon
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a constant post every week for Hamburgh and Dantzic, and for all the
trading towns of Germany, the North, and Italy; and also that the
said post shall make as much dispatch both forward and backward as
ever any post did or can do, in these provinces; and that it shall
keep a regular time and method both in setting out from Amsterdam,
in arriving there, and in setting out from thence for England, and
the like to all the other towns of the United Provinces. Whereupon
the said Henry Jacob vander Heyden obliges himself, and promises to
settle fit persons in the towns and especially at the ports, (which
places shall hereafter be named by the parties) there to wait for,
and receive all packets of letters that shall be brought over by the
vessels of the said Henry Bishop, and to send them from one town to
another with all speed, and with the same expedition to bring
packets of letters from those towns to the harbours, and to put them
on board the vessels of the said Henry Bishop, which shall lie ready
to receive them; the Lords Burgomasters and Magistrates of Amsterdam
promlslng also to cause the same to be executed accordingly, as far
as it relates to them.

Moreover, the said Henry Jacob vander Heyden obliges himself
(the Lords Burgomasters of Amsterdam promising it also on their
part) that he will take care that the salaries of the clerks
appointed, or to be appointed for that end in the several places,
shall be paid punctually and without delay; and that there shall be
always at Amsterdam, and the other towns of the United Provinces, a
sufficient number of clerks capable to receive, distribute and send
all the packets that shall be received and sent to maintain a
continual corresppondence with the said Henry Bishop's post-masters,
and to keep exact registers of all packets received or sent, and of
their weight.

The Lords
likewise promise
postage of letters
to exceed the rate
way of Antwerp.

By means hereof, a firm and true friendship will be
established between the parties, with a sincere correspondence, for
the reciprocal profit and advantage of both parties; and if any
difference happen between them, relating to the performance and
execution of the said articles and conditions, they shall be
referred to the decision of some impartial arbitrators, who shall be
named on both sides and in whose award both sides shall acquiesce.

The parties have also agreed, that if any. packets of the
merchants, or other parcels necessary to be communicated, be put
into their hands, they shall be sent on an extraordinary day,
without staying for Saturday, which is the day intended for the
common letters; but if for this reason the said Henry Bishop be
obliged to keep a greater, or twice the number of vessels, in such
case the said Henry Jacob vander Heyden shall take care, with the
assistance of the Lords Burgomasters and Magistrates of Amsterdam to
payor cause to be paid to the said Henry Bishop, at the end of
every quarter, the sum of sixty-two pounds sterling, towards
defraying the extraordinary charge of the vessels. And to the end

Burgomasters and Magistrates of Amsterdam do
the said Henry Bishop, to give orders that the
from England to Amsterdam be so regulated, as not
that was paid for them, when they were brought by
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it may appear that the parties are agreed in all the articles above
written, they have signed them with their own hands. Done at London
the 11th of April, 1661.

(Signed) Simon Van Hoorn
Henry Bishop

(And underneath,)
We the underwritten are witnesses to this instrument.

John Widman
Van Hulst

In a later article I hope to describe something of the history of
the postal system in the U.S.A.

THE STAMPS OF IRELAND
E.e.Druce

(Continued from November 1982)
Commemoratives

Understandably, the commemoratives of Ireland reflect the
large part which religion, politics and culture play in the life of
the nation. The commemoratives issued from 1929 to 1971 can be
divided into several groups: Irish History, Irish Culture (Science,
Arts, Letters and Education), Irish Politics, Religious Themes,
National Development, Sport, International Organisations, Europe,
Famous Irishmen, and Foreign Anniversaries.
Irish History

One of the most traumatic events in Irish History was the
Easter Rising of 1916. Both the 25th and 50th Anniversaries have
been celebrated. The commemoratives planned for the 25th
Anniversary were not ready in time so two provisional overprints
were issued. The 2d map definitive stamp was reprinted in
orange-yellow and overprinted in green to produce the national
colours. The blue 3d Celtic Cross was overprinted in violet. These
were issued on 12th April 1941, whereas the planned stamp, showing
a young Volunteer in front of the G.P.O., was issued on 27th
October 1941. The 50th Anniversary stamps were issued on 12th
April 1966 and pictured signatories of the Proclamation of Irish
Republic in se-tenant pairs. A souvenir folder was also issued.
The insurrection of 1798 was commemorated in 1948 with two stamps
(SG 144, 145).
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Irish Historical buildings have also been portrayed on

stamps. They include the 1966 set to commemorate the 750th
anniversary of Ballintubber Abbey, the 1967 InternBtional Tourist
Year illustrating the Rock of Cashel, and the 1968 set to
commemorate the BOOth anniversary of St. Mary's Cathedral,
Limerick. The inside of St. Patrick's Cathedral Dublin, is
portrayed on the 3d Swift stamp (S.G. 237); Swift was the Dean of
the Cathedral.

Finally a literary work of historical importance is the
"Anno la Riochachta Eireann (The Annals of the Four Masters), a
compilation of all available material in 1616. It was supervised by
a Franciscan brother, Michael O'Clery, the 300th anniversary of
whose death was commemorated by two stamps in 1944 (S.G. 133, 134).
These stamps were kept in circulation as part of the definitive
set.

Irish Culture

The 200th anniversary of the Royal Dublin Society was
commemorated by the issue of a stamp on 12th June 1931. The Royal
Dublin Society was founded for the improvement of Husbandry,
Manufactures and other useful Arts. Later the word "Sciences" was
added. It received Government subsidies and its library later
formed the nucleus of the National Library. It was also responsible
for the origins of the Botanic Gardens, the School of Art and the
Ordnance Survey. Irish Culture received a boost from the An Tostal
(Ireland at Home) in 1953. Two stamps showing an Irish Harp (S.C.
154, 155) were issued.
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The Gaelic language had largely been superseded by English
when the philologist Hyde founded the Gaelic League in 1893. This
organisation, commemorated by two stamps for the 50th anniversary
(S.G. 129, 130), and the earlier writings of O'Curry and O'Donovan
(S.G. 189, 190) furthered the cause of Irish Literature. Other
writers honoured include O'Crohan (S.G. 166, 167) a fisherman whose
autobiography is of considerable literary merit; Swift (S.G. 237,
238), the author of Gulliver's Travels, and Synge (S.G. 304, 305),
the dramatist.

Poetry has received considerable recognition with issu~s for
Mangan, editor of the Dublin University Magazine (S.G. 148); Moore,
who wrote the English lyrics to many Irish airs (S.G. 152, 153); and
W.B. Yeats, one of the most famous of the 20th century poets (S.G.
207, 208).

Traditional Irish art is well represented on the current
definitive set; contemporary Irish art has resulted in Ireland's
largest stamp, showing the stained glass window of the College
Chapel, Eton by Evie Hone (S.G. 271). The window shows the
"Crucifixion and the Last Supper". A contemporary painting is shown
on S.G. 306, "An Island Man" by J.B.Yeats, the brother of the poet.
The "model" is the dramatist J.M. Synge, previously honoured by two
stamps.

The stamp honouring the centenary of the inauguration of the
Temperance Apostolate by Father Matthew shows a bust by Hogan, the
sculptor. Cardinal Newman, the educator and ecclesiastic, is shown
on two stamps (S.G. 160, 161) issued to commemorate the centenary of
the Catholic University.

In the first 50
received little attention
only one set, issued
announcement by Sir William
Quaternions, or hypercomplex

years of Irish postage stamps, science
from the Irish stamp-issuing authorities -

to commemorate the centenary of the
Rowan Hamilton of the discovery of
numbers, honours Irish Science.
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Irish Politics

The tempestuous and long-drawn-out birth of Eire has resulted
in a considerable political heritage which has been the source of
many commemorative issues. One of the first people identified with
the national struggle was Father Luke Wadding (S.G. 170, 171), a
scholar and churchman who spent most of his life in Rome. The
tercentenary of his death was commemorated with a portrait based on
a painting by Ribera in the National Gallery of Ireland. The League
of United Irishmen was organised in 1791 to gain Irish independence.
France aided the cause but Hoche's (1796) expedition could not land
because of a storm and Humbert's (1798) expedition was captured.
Rebellion broke out in May 1798 but was crushed in June 1798 at
Vinegar Hill. Stamps to honour the rebellion have been issued for
the 150th anniversary (S.G. 144, 145) and show the storm-tossed
French ships, and the leader of the insurrection, Wolfe Tone, whose
200th birthday was the cause for a further two stamps (S.G. 199,
200). Another of the Irishmen involved, Emmet, was honoured on his
150th death anniversary (S.G. 156, 157). These stamps also fall
under the heading of Irish history.

In the early part of the 19th century, Thomas Davis founded
the Young Ireland Movement, a nationalist movement using language as
a political force. Two stamps appeared in 1945 (S.G. 136, 137) on
the centenary of his death, showing a sower sowing "the seeds of
freedom".

The centenary of the Fenian Rising of 1867 was celebrated by
the issue of two stamps (S.G. 235, 236). A strong Fenian movement
in the U.S.A., composed of Civil War veterans, unsuccessfully
attacked Canada and also issued bonds. At this time Fenian postage
stamps appeared and have been considered to be authentic stamps
issued by the American Fenians for use in a liberated Ireland. The
Irish Rising was also unsuccessful and these "stamps" were accepted
as essays. They formed the design for the centenary stamps.
However it now appears that these essays, which have been sold at up
to $4,800 for a copy of the 1 cent, are bogus. Evidence suggests
that they were produced by the noted producer of such issues, S.
Allan Taylor. As J.E. Foley remarks, writing in the American
Philatelist (1971, p.207-231), Taylor would have considered the
incorporation of his "essay" into a legitimate postage stamp by a
bona-fide Irish Republic as an outstanding feat. One of the Fenians
was Davitt, who founded the Irish National Land League in 1879;
another was Parnell, leader of the Irish Party in Parliament. Their
fight for land rights and their birth centenaries were celebrated by
two stamps in 1946 (S.G. 138, 139). Another leader of the
Parliamentary party was Redmond whose 100th birthday was celebrated
with the issue of two stamps in 1957 (S.G. 164, 165).

In 1910 Connolly founded the Irish Socialist Republican
Party, editing its paper "The Workers' Republic", and writing
several books. From 1914 he commanded the Irish Citizen Army which
took part in the 1916 Rising. Three stamps feature Connolly; the
50th anniversary of his execution formed one of the stamps of the
Easter Rising set (S.G. 213) and the centenary of his birth was the
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occasion for the issue of two stamps in 1968 (S.G. 245, 246). The
Easter Rising set of 1966 (S.C. 213-220) portrays leaders of the
Irish Republican party who were signatories of the Proclamation of
the Irish Republic and were executed for their troubles. They
include Clarke (whose birth centenary merited two stamps (S.G. 172,
173), Ceannt and MacDiarmada; three poets, Pearse, MacDonagh and
Plunkett, who should also be included in any Irish literature
collection, were also signatories. Finally Roger Casement (S.G.
221, 222) was also executed for his part in the Rising. Countess
Markievicz (S.G. 243, 244) was sentenced to death for her part, but
the sentence was commuted and she became the first woman to be
elected to the British Parliament and then Minister of Labour in the
Dail Eireann, the 50th anniversary of which was recorded by the
issue of two stamps in 1969 (S.G. 265, 266).

A new Constitution was inaugurated in 1937 and this and the
21st anniversary were honoured by sets of two stamps in similar
design (S.C. 105, 106, 176,177). On 21st December 1948 a law was
passed withdrawing Ireland from the Commonwealth and the Republic of
Ireland was born. Eleven months later two stamps appeared
commemorating international recognition of the new Republic.

Religious Themes

Irish stamps mirror the close ties between faith and state.
The first commemorative to be issued by Ireland celebrated the
centenary of Catholic Emancipation and the man whose efforts brought
it about, David O'Connell (S.G. 89-91). In 1932 the International
Eucharistic Congress was held in Dublin. Two stamps (S.C. 94, 95)
were issued, showing the 800-year old Cross of Cong, which is in the
National Museum, having been bought by Oscar Wilde's father for 100
pounds.

Holy Year is based on words in Leviticus XXV, 10 "Thou shall
sanctify the fiftieth year", and the first Jubilee was proclaimed by
Pope Boniface VIII in 1300, but Pope Paul II decreed that it should
be celebrated every 25 years. The 20th Century Holy Years are
1925, 1950, 1975 and 2000. Ireland commemorated 1950 (S.G. 149-151)
and also 1933 which was a "Jubilee Extraordinary" being the 1900th
anniversary of the world's redemption. The 1954 Marian Year was
celebrated with two stamps (S.G. 158, 159) and St. Patrick's 1500th
birthday saw the issue of three stamps (S.G. 186-188). Two issues
have appeared to commemorate the centenaries of the deaths of two
founders of religious orders, Brother Rice of the Christian Brothers
of Ireland (S.G. 135) and Mother Aikenhead of the Irish Sisters of
Charity (S.C. 174, 175).

Collectors of religion on stamps should also note the
Cardinal Newman set (S.G. 160, 161), the stamps for St. Mary's
Cathedral, Limerick (S.C. 241, 242) and the 3d Swift stamp showing
the interior of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin (S.C. 237). (To
be concluded.)
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THE FIRST POSTCARDS OF JAMAICA - THE NEW ZEALAND
CONNECTION
David Ingle Smith

Jamaica issued two distinct sets of provisional, or formula,
postcards prior to the production and use of the first official
postal stationery cards which were printed in London. All three
issues consisted of cards of a halfpenny, one penny and a three
pence value. A detailed description, together with extracts from
the various official statements, is given by Astley Clerk and,
Nicholson, in Collett et al. (1928). For many years this account
was the definitive work on the subject, other writers obtaining
their material from this source. However, since 1971, articles have
appeared in the British Caribbean Philatelic Journal which have
added to, or modified, the account in Collett. The most pertinent
of these is by Vokins (1979) which draws upon original source
documents in the records of De La Rue and the Crown Agents. The
present writer was fortunate enough to purchase from a recent London
auction the actual De La Rue records that confirmed the printing of
the first official Jamaica postcards. These records comprised a
copperplate, handwritten duplicate of a letter setting out the
printing costs and, more importantly, four appendices which included
sample copies of the cards and associated material. Before
describing this material In detail, a brief account of the general
background to the design and issue of the official series of
postcards is necessary.

All writers agree that the first provisional series was
issued on 1st April 1877. The issue and the charges were described
in the Jamaican Government Gazette of 28th March 1877. The!d value
was for use 'for town or office delivery', the Id for 'any distance
within the colony'. A separate Postal Notice appeared in the same
number of the Gazette over the name of Fred Sullivan, Postmaster to
Jamaica. This announced that, from 1st April 1878, Jamaica would be
admitted as a member of the General Post Office Union and that the
cost of postage for a postcard within the Union would be 3d. The
first provisional postcards were printed in the General Penitentiary
and have a distinct lozenge border. A red paid stamp was applied by
hand to denote that the ~d, Id or 3d postage had been paid.

There was a considerable demand for the first provisional
post cards, both for use and as philatelic items. Indeed, with both
provisional issues it is much easier to obtain them unused. A
second provisional issue was quickly prepared and issued; these were
printed on the Island by the Government Printer. The marginal
ornamentation was of a form different from the lozenge of the first
provisional issue, and these are referred to as 'floriates'. The
date of the actual issue was not recorded in official sources, but a
used example postmarked 22nd May 1877 has been described by Seifert
(1972). Until recently it was assumed, following a suggestion in
Clerk and Nicholson (1928), that the provisional issues were
produced due to the belated arrival of the official cards from
London. The article by Vokins (1979) is based upon a study of the
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De La Rue and Crown Agents records in London and sheds light on this
matter. A summary of the correspondence is as follows.

Fred Sullivan, Postmaster of Jamaica, wrote to the Colonial
Office to request them to produce a series of postcards for use in
the island. He reports on the provisional series as 'fully
appreciated by the public' and asks that postcards be imported from
England. In connection with this request he submitted 'a pattern of
the neatest design of Post Cards I have yet met with, -viz: the New
Zealand Issue'. Vokins (1979) also mentions that Sullivan submitted
sample cards to which were affixed the current Jamaica ~d, Id and 3d
stamps. The material obtained in auction from the De La Rue records
includes, in addition to the four appendices, a sample New Zealand
Id postcard. This card is illustrated in Figures 1 and Z. Figure 1
shows the front to which are affixed the appropriate Jamaican stamps
and with 'Jamaica' in manuscript replacing the printed 'New
Zealand'. The reverse, Figure Z, shows that the card was a
'specimen' sent out by the Postmaster-General of New Zealand in
October 1876. No official specimens were issued, as the date is
prior to the formation of the Universal Postal Union. It is
tempting to ~uggest that this card may be the original card sent by
Sullivan to London in April 1877.

It is important to note that Sullivan did not request
official postcards until after the provisionals had been launched on
the Jamaican public. In this respect, the 1928 account of Asprey
Clerk and Nicholson is incorrect.

Action following Sullivan's letter was, in fact, extremely
quick. From Vokins we find that on 1st May 1877, the Secretary of
State had authorized the Crown Agents to comply with the request.
They passed on the letter to De La Rue, who had produced the New
Zealand Post Cards, on Znd May and by 4th May De La Rue had
submitted designs based on the New Zealand sample post card.
Figures 1 and 2 could, of course, be of this sample and not
Sullivan's original. De La Rue recorded their acceptance of the
design on 8th May, and on 16th May the Crown Agents officially
ordered the printing plates. They also confirmed that they wanted
the post cards printed on thin buff paper rather than the white
stout card recommended by De La Rue but at a higher price. Sample
cards for all three values were sent to the Crown Agents for their
approval on ZZnd Sept 1877. It is this letter, with the associated
appendices, which forms the basis of this article.

The letter extols the virtues of the more expensive white
stout card. The following extract explains the situation.

"We have the honour to inform you that we have now completed
the printing of the Jamaica Post Cards ordered in your letter
of the 16th of May last, and as we hope soon to effect
delivery of the same we think it well to remind you that these
Cards have been printed upon buff paper such as we use for the
English "Thin" Post Cards, seeing that the specimen New
Zealand Post Card which was enclosed in the requisition as a
guide for us to work to was of that quality, having been made,
in fact, from paper which we supplied to the New Zealand
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Figure 1. The front of the modified New Zealand postcard.
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Figure 2. The reverse of the New Zealand postcard submitted
to De La Rue.
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Government. An improved kind of Post Card has, however, been
recently introduced in England, and, while you decided to
supply the Jamaica Government with the thinner kind, we
understand that you would wish us to furnish specimens of the
better quality for transmission to the colony as soon as we
could obtain them. We have consequently caused some
impressions to be taken from each of the Jamaica Post Card
plates upon the white cardboard which we employ for the
English "Stout" Post Cards, and these will be found in
Appendix A to this letter, whilst in Appendix B we give a
specimen of each duty of card printed upon the buff paper upon
which those under supply have been printed. As these
specimens are glued to the Appendix sheets we have thought it
desirable in Appendix C to give in an envelope loose specimens
of either thickness of card, in order that there may be no
difficulty in realizing the difference in quality.'

The costs of the stout cards were 18s 6d per thousand for an
order of 20,000 compared with 8s 6d per thousand for those on thin
card. The eloquent plea from De La Rue to the Crown Agents for the
production of the postcards on stout card was unheeded. The first
printing was invoiced by De La Rue on 26th September 1877. Details
of printing numbers for this first run and of subsequent runs are
given by Voikins (1979).

The letter of September 22nd 1877 from De La Rue also
presents samples of the 'parcel bands and half quire bands which are
to be used in packing the 'Thin' Jamaica Postcards'. These are
illustrated in Figure 3. The samples supplied were designed for the
'thin' cards, but De La Rue, ever hopeful, conclude that 'there
would not, however, be any difficulty in carrying out any further
modifications which might be desired' if the thicker cards were
selected for production. Vokins also illustrates the parcel bands
but his example is for a band for 960 postcards.

The final form of postcard produced and issued is shown in
Figure 4. All three values were finally issued on 14th November
1877. Rather than the earlier view that the Crown Agents had acted
slowly, one is impressed at the speed of the whole operation. The
first official letter from Sullivan left his office on 7th April
1877 and the three cards went on sale to the public some seven
months later.

While the Jamaica-New Zealand connection is an obvious one,
it is also possible to point to a Jamaica-Australia association.
Pope and Thomas (1982) describe the ordering and printing of the
first postcards for Western Australia. The initial requisition was
sent from the colony on 9th July 1878 to the Crown Agents in London
who forwarded the contents to De La Rue on 12th September. Details
of the printing costs were sent to Western Australia and these are
identical with costs quoted for the production of the Jamaican
postcards. Furthermore, specific reference is made to the bands for
packs of 12 or 240 postcards. As Australian States postal
stationery collectors will be aware, the first issues for Western
Australia were on 'Stout' English card. What is not clear from Pope
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Figure 3. Designs for the 'parcel' bands.
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p AR D.ST
0AtAAICA

Figure 4. The form of the issued halfpenny postcard.

and Thomas is whether or not De La Rue gave them the option' If you
wish to see what the unissued Jamaica postcards would have looked
like on 'Stout' English card, look at the first Western Australian
postcards. Again, one is impressed with the speed of action of the
Crown Agents and De La Rue, as for Western Australia the first
requisition was in July 1878 with the cards on sale to the public on
1st May 1879.
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THE POSTAL HISTORY COLUMN
E.C.Druce

The image which the expression "Postal History" brings to the
mind of a philatelist is, I suppose, quite varied but generally it
is of an old musty letter or enclosure, often without stamps, and
bearing many unintelligible squiggles. Such items are of course,
part of Postal History and in a later column I shall return to
dispel any notion that the squiggles are unintelligible. The truth
is that Postal History is agelesss and timeless; like history, it is
being made every day and, even more, like history it is sometimes
not recognisable on the day. Rule one for any modern postal
historian is thus to conserve the evidence of history - don't
destroy envelopes and postcards, or, if you must, first examine the
item closely to make sure that it is really as common as you think
it is. Take for example an envelope cancelled with a slogan at the
Canberra Mail Centre. Very common you may say; but what if the
slogan is only in use one day, or is inverted, or the date is
inverted - would you notice that before you threw it away?

For those of us who live in the A.C.T., the collection of
Postal History can be great fun, relatively cheap and rewarding as a
statement of the evolution and development of postal services which
are, perforce, so closely related to the development of a community.
Of course this is true of any local area, and so although I shall be
using Canberra and the A.C.T. as an example, it will serve as a
useful model for anyone interested in collecting their 'local'
postal history. Such collections are better 'controlled' if a
natural geographic, political or social region can be delineated.

In the case of the A.C.T., the political area did not exist
before 1913 but of course there were post offices in the villages
and settlements in the area which is now the A.C.T. Collectors
should thus be on the lookout for cancellations of Canberra, NSW
from 1863. As Alan Salisbury pointed out in a brief article in the
Catalogue of the Second National Philatelic Convention (still
available), the first A.C.T. post office to open was Ginninderra on
1st April 1859. This post office moved to Hall in 1883 and back to
Ginninderra in 1888 with the Hall office remaining open, as it does
today. Other offices to look out for are Williamsdale (from 1898),
Weetangera and Majura (both from 1899), and Tharwa from 1894).

After the foundation of Canberra the area was known as the
Federal Capital Territory and postmarks contained the letters F.C.T.
Postmarks which showed this designation included Canberra, Canberra
City, Canberra East, Hall and Molonglo Settlement. Canberra F.C.T.
also used a machine slogan canceller which included 'Post Early each
Day', and 'Air Mail Saves Time'. Jervis Bay used the phrase
'Fedelal Territory'.

Even though the cancellers used F.C.T., Canberra continued
using red New South Wales registration labels with Canberra/N.S.W.
for some time. The latest date I have.is 1927. Later registration
labels included 'F.C.T.' and eventually 'A.C.T.'.

Mention of Molonglo Settlement, which was si tuated in the area
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now known as the Causeway, brings to mind the question of shortlived
offices with names that may be long forgotten. Westbridge, ACT, for
example was in the area now known as Manuka. Other post offices
opened temporarily for construction projects, of which Corin Dam is
an example. For the opening of Parliament House in 1927 there was a
military camp, with a double ring postmark 'Post Office Camp
D-F.C.T.' It is strange that with the growth of Canberra and the
profusion of post offices (Alan Salisbury has recorded about 100)
some post offices still disappear. Nearly all the small offices
which had been opened when the area was still New South Wales have
disappeared, Ginninderra, Weetangera, Williamsdale, Royalla and so
on. Also closed more recently are Uriarra Forest and Brindabella.
Perhaps one should not include Brindabella in a collection of A.C.T.
postmarks since it has always been in N.S.W., but all its postal
collections were with Canberra and examples of its purple postmark
are prized by most collectors of A.C.T. postal history.

The considerable expansion of Canberra during the 1960's and
1970's greatly increased the number of post offices, with very often
a new office in each suburb. This enthusiasm by the Post Office
waned; compare the older Belconnen suburbs with the new. Post
Offices at Macquarie, Jamison Centre, Aranda, Cook, Page, Scullin
etc., while North Belconnen has Charnwood and precious little else.
The last three decades have witnessed new offices in Woden, Weston
and Tuggeranong as well as Belconnen and the latest office to open
was Wanniassa on 29th March 1982. When new post offices open, there
often has not been enough time to manufacture a new canceller and
should this occur a relief handstamp is issued temporarily. Such
handstamps are also issued when normal cancellers are lost, sent for
repair or alteration, or when the volume of business is temporarily
increased. Three types have been used in the ACT, specially
manufactured ones with numbers such as Relief 125, and others which
are cut down stamps from closed offices. Roy(a)lla provides A,
A.C.T. and Ginn(ind)erra provides IND, A.C.T. These are well worth
looking out for, although I haven't seen any of this latter type
since 1966.

The strange thing about A.C.T. offices is that even new ones
close down, Fyshwick has opened, closed and moved several times,
Braddon is now closed, as is Macquarie West. Actually that is not
true; the Macquarie West office is still open but it now uses a
Macquarie postmarker which itself migrated westward. The first
Macquarie post office was the first in Belconnen in a wooden shed on
Belconnen Way near the Hospital. When Jamison was built the post
office and canceller moved there. When this office was renamed
Jamison Centre the post office in the suburb of Macquarie was
renamed Macquarie from Macquarie West and the canceller found a new
home. Macquarie West postmarks, current in 1968, are among the
scarcest of the ACT postmarks.

The ACT has, of course, permanent military establishments
post offices attached -sometimes military, sometimes civil:
out for Duntroon, Harman and Jervis Bay (often forgotten as

of the A.C.T.).
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Canberra and Canberra City post offices have often issued
special postmarks as has Canberra Parliament House. Canberra City
also applies the "Australian War Memorial" and "Telecom Tower"
postmarks. A litle known A.C.T. special postmark is the one used at
Jervis Bay in 1977 to commemorate the 25th anniversary flight of
Jindivik.

Finally the illustration in this issue is of a cover that
seems to have little connection with Canberra postal history. It is
an airmail letter from Switzerland to Canberra, and it bears a two
line marking in purple 'DESPATCHED FROM SYDNEY BY SURFACE MAIL'.
The reason for this is that in the late 1950's the Canberra mail
arriving or received in Sydney late on Sunday was despatched by rail
whether it was airmail or not. This was simply because the first
aircraft from Sydney to Canberra on Mondays arrived after the train'
A little bit of modern postal history just as exciting (and probably
as rare) as any musty old letter despatched before stamps were
issued. The moral of the story is 'Look in every waste paper
basket, and recycle postal history!'
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READING ABOUT STAMPS
Phil Litt

Dear Reader,
Well, really - how embarassing' This chick, she says to

me, "Phil," she says, "I don't know anything about stamps, but I
read your article, and I UNDERSTOOD IT ALL'" Dear Reader, all I can
say by way of apology is - I won't let it happen again.

I really must take away this idea of Philately as a FUN
thing, something to enjoy and (shudder) understand. 50 what I think
I'll do this time is to take a look at what makes a stamp collector
into a specialist. A specialist, y'see, tries to make a very close
(ahem, "in-depth") study of one small part of a country's postal
system or postal history. I'd like to find out what books help him.
At the same time we should be able to find out the things which may
help anyone who wants to specialise in any part of our glorious
hobby.

So pick a specialist, any specialist. What made it easy for
me to pick a specialist, and therefore (of course) an area, was the
fact that my mate Al, recently returned from the States, was (like
Sarkis) willin'. Happens He's a real nut on early Fiji. 50 old
Phil finds Al, and sails in.

"Al," I says, "you might be able to clear up a thing or two
for me," says I. "When you get as far into stamps as you have, do
books help you, or are you beyond them?" Well, Al's a bit shy, but
he grins and says, "Reckon yew don't know that definition, Phil -
knowin' more an' more about less an' less," says he. "Take that to
its end an' yew'll have me knowin' everything about nothing. Lemme
get one thing straight, Phil kid, ain't no expert as can get along
without reference books. We all need 'em. Even if we wrote 'em we
still gotta read 'em." I plunged on, "Which ones do you read then,
A.R.?" (That's how people talk to one another in America.) "What
books do you think are important for a knowledge of Fiji stamps?"

"Looky, Phil, yew gotta be a mite more pre-cise," says Al.
"Sure, I'm a specialist, but I cain't cover all Fiji. If'n yew want
general books on all of Fiji's stamps, that's one thing; but if yew
wanta hear what I use an' find helpful, that's another. Lemme see
now." He looked thoughtful. "there ain't no one book as covers the
whole field. I guess if yew want the best for all of Fiji then
yew'11 hafta lay in quite a library."

"I reckon the best general study of Fiji's stamps, at least
down to the end of 01' King George V, just has to be Robson Lowe's
'Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, Vol IV Australasia'
(London, 1962; pp 534-555). There's a copy in the Philatelic
Society of Canberra's library. But be a mite careful about him
sometimes he makes mistakes. By an' large though Lowe is pretty
good."

Al showed me his copy, clearly well-used. Myself, I go to
Stanley Gibbons to answer my questions. But when I looked into
Robson Lowe, I could see the answers to a lot more questions that
maybe I should've asked. For every issue there was information
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about numbers printed, proofs and facsimiles, general printing
information, paper types, sheet sizes, types of cancellers used,
whether forgeries were made, etc., as well as some general stuff on
the country, its postal history, rates of postage, plus a section on
postal stationery and a bibliography as well' Hmm. In fact, wow' I
could see new dimensions opening to me.

But Al was going on. "Then there's a tidy li'l item that's
good for modern reference. That's the URCH HARRIS 'Commonwealth
Catalogue of Queen Elizabeth Postage Stamps,' the special one for
Fiji. On'y a little bitty thing but believe you me,Phil, it's worth
having around. There's others, o'course."

"Well thanks, AI," I says, "I certainly did want a general
comment like that. But I think that now I'd like to hear what helps
you in your specialist studies. What books help a specialist in
early Fiji stamps?"

"Reckon I gotta say a thing or two 'bout specialisin' first,
Phil," he says. "Ain't so easy to up an' decide to specialise on
something - unless, o'course, yew got a real long purse. What
really makes a specialist is a lifetime's interest, years an' years
of careful study, lots 0' research into primary sources to find the
things what ain't written in books. Some things yew might search
out fer years. Looky, I mind how I bin lookin' thirty year for the
14mm 5d on 4d," ( - whatever, dear Reader, that might be), "'till I
got it. On' y last year, but I got it. Didn't think it exi sted !"
AI's voice had a ring of triumph, but it sounded too complicated to
me so I didn't ask for details.

"If yew've decided on some country for specialisin'," Al went
on, "the next thing is yew gotta really soak up the history of the
place. Read books. Not books on stamps, but books on general
history. Lissen now Phil, there's on'y one way to be a specialist
in the stamps of a country, an' that is yew gotta be a specialist in
the history of the country. If'n yew don't, then yew'll miss out
all along the way when yew're researchin' some item, 'cos yew won't
make the right connections in y'r mind about a postmark, or the
reason for a surcharge, or whatever. Lookit me now, I'm a
specialsit in Fiji, an' I got over 600 books or journals on or
includin Fiji. Fact. I use 'em a lot too."

"Then too yew gotta be ready to do a lot 0' research into
primary sources," Al continued. "Like libraries, archives, private
papers, Government records, official post office sources, worryin'
offices of business houses, missions, ~hipping lines, an' all.
Here's where yew run down all the real gems. Mind yew, it's
pointless if yew ain't already a history specialist like I said
before."

"What's more, yew gotta be an expert in a lot of other
things, Phil kid," he says. "Like, yew gotta know heaps about
printing processes, how stamps are produced, what ways they were
perforated, an' so on. It helps ya if yew c'n make sense of the way
flaws occur on the plate, what retouching actually means, what's the
difference b'tween pre-substituted cliches an' substituted cliches,
how a re-entry occurs, - lots and lots 0' things start to make sense
then. There's one book that's like a bible to me for this, an'I
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recommend yew look it out, Phil. That's John EASTON 'Postage Stamps
in the Making' (London, Faber & Faber, 1949). Y'know, in
connectioon with printing," Al added rather diffidently, "I b'leeve
yew've got in y'r Society library a monograph I wrote - a study of
printing technology involved in an intaglio die being transferred to
a roller, then to copper-based plates which were then chromed, an
what had to be done when there was some corrosion - an' all of which
had to be understood to see why some particular thing happened in
the history of Fiji stamps."

"See here, Phil," added Al - he sounded almost apologetic,'
although he was clearly enjoying our chat, "I know it sounds like I
aim to steer around answerin , y'r question. But bein' a specialist
means doin' all those things. No matter whether y're a specialist
in Japanese Dragons or Tongan embossed foils , the basics are still
the same - wide reading, original research, knowledge of processes,
an' all that stuff. Lots I ain't said too, like knowing paper, wet
and dry printings, points about guillotining, art principles in
stamp design, colour dynamics, all these and more help the
specialist no matter what his collectin' speciality may be."

"Another thing, specialists gotta publish findings, even when
they're not sure of results. That way yew get to find out other
folks workin' at the same thing, 'cas they write to ya, see. Mebbe
yew know some 0' my articles - like the one in 'Stamp Collecting' on
'The Status of the Fiji Whiteface' or the one on Fiji re-entries in
'Philately from Australia', or the one published in Gibbons Stamp
Monthly on 'Waterlow Setting Marks' - an' some others," he added
modestly, while I made polite 'of course' sounds, though to tell you
the truth, dear Reader, I'm going to have to go and study them first
chance! "Publishin'," added AI, "is a sorta siftin' process that
gets ya ready for mebbe writin' a book, or a monograph fer an
exhibition."

"Kid, I'm gonna give ya one helluva surprise," says AI.
Hullo, I thought, what's coming now? "Wh-what is it, A.R.?" What
indeed, dear Reader? Don't fail to pick up the second episode of
this cliff-hanging thriller in our next issue. For now, however, my
space is used up, and I must say,

Cheerio!
Phil. Litt

Note - a listing of all books and journals mentioned by AI. will
appear at the end of this series .

...................••.....•............................................................
MEMBERS' WANTS

Each member of The Philatelic Society of Canberra is entitled to two
free insertions under this heading each year.

Wanted Bermuda, Turks & Caicos, Leeward Islands, mint, used, and
on covers - B.S. Parker
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Confucius (551-479 B.C.), an outstanding philosopher of China,
taught no less than 3000 disciples in his lifetime; and 72 of
them mastered all of the six arts (viz. rites, music, archery, ~
charioteering, classics and mathematics) which constituted the C
standard curriculum of the time. C
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One day, while strolling outside the east gate of Chufoo, the
capital city of the State of Lu, Confucius met two children
arguing with one another. He asked them what they were arguing
about, and one child said: "I say the sun is nearer to us in the
morning and farther away from us at noon, and he says the sun
is farther away from us in the morning and nearer to us at noon.
When the sun begins to come up, it is big like a carriage cover,
and at noon it is like a dinner plate. So it must be farther
away when it looks smaller, and nearer us when it looks bigger".
The other child said: "When the sun comes up, the air is very
cool, and at noon it burns like hot soup. So it must be nearer
when it is hot and farther away when it is cool". Having heard
their reasoning, Confucius told the children he did not know
who was right and who was wrong. (Translated from Lieh-Ts~: Lhe
children's utterances are translated in full and precise word~;
the remainder is abbreviated and adapLed.)

With the advancement of knowledge, we now of course know that
the second child was right.

In the past few months, several philatelist-investor friends,
with a pre-conceived mind, asked my opinion on whether the
stamp market had started to recover, had bottomed out or
continued to deteriorate. All of them seemed able to cite some
evidence combined with logical reasoning. Like Confucius in
the above encounter, I was unable to express a definite opinion
because too many variables are involved.

Notwithstanding the present market uncertainty, I always believe
that any time is a good stamping time. If your outlook is
"bullish", buy now and save; if yours is "bearish", sell now
before your assets diminish further. Whether you are thinking
of buying or selling, it just may pay you to contact

••
~

P. LEE, ASDA, SCDAA ~ =
.. 5-[5\~. (P. & s. Let, Proprietors} ~•.' :

, P.O. Box 1000, CanberMi City, A.C.T. i"
Australia 2601
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